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STUDY OF HALL EFFECT

The set up consists an electromagnet, a dc regulated power supply for said magnet a calibrated

gauss meter, the hall probe with electrical connections and a current source for the crystal with a

3 1/2 digit digital meter with switch selection to read hall probe current and hall volt

age. A digital multimeter is required as another appai'atus required.

The method of measuring electrical conductivity with temperature variation does notprovovide

adequate informations since there is very much lag (thermometer lag), and unaccuracy

involved! However the hall effect study of a specimen is useful to study the parameter called

charge mobility and its effect is applied in several devices.

In fig 1, a semiconductor crystal is shown with its dimensions, where d is the thick

ness of crystal in Y axis, a constant current 1 flows through X direction called bLand a

magnetic field of Bz intensity is made by an electromagnet pole piece which devlope

propotional voltage in Z direction called as Hall voltage Lx is the length of the

crystal between current tips in X direction From the above said the electron or hole

movement ( depends upon the crystal nature ) through the magnetic field yield a

force ,f = V X B directed towards the near face create a surface charge of holes (or

electron). An electric field Vz is established by this charge and equilibrium is reached

when the electric field force the charge balance the magnetic force which is

qV = q (V X B), as diagrammed the electric field is directed on Z axis and Vz = VxBz,

where the Vx is the potential across the X direction.

At equilibrium the ratio of electric field intensity per unit current density to the mag

netic field intensity is defined as 'Hall coefficient' Rh

Vz d

Rh= — X lO^metVcol

Tx Bz
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Where Vz is the hall voltage measured as Vh. d, is the thickness of given crystal
mtr and U is the current measured in X - direction, Bz is the magnetic field intensity
measured in Gauss.

No of charge carriers per unit volume in crystal (concetraUon of hole in p - type and elctron
in n - type) is found from the reciprocal of Rh given as

n = 1 / Rh.e met-^

where e is the charge 6nelectron given = 1.6 X10 coul

The cordinate angle pronounced as 'Hail angle' is given as

Vh Lx

(^= __ X __ rad

Vx b

^here Lx mtr and b is bredth in Z direction mtr. and Vx is the voltage meas

ured across the crystal in X direction.

The mobility is given as

mp = ̂/ Bz rad met^ / Web, where 1 Web = 10Kgauss,

While evident of charge mobility the Hall effect has also been applied as multiplier, to pro

duce an output voltage propotional to the product of two signals. If Ixis made propotional to

one signal and magnetic field density is propotional to other the product Vh will be propotional

to the product of two. In other words if lx is known and Vh is known than B can be meas

ured. Bz

Vz/
lx
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Experiment procedure

other apparatus required: a digital multimeter.
A. Calibration of electromegnat.
connect the given electromagnet with given supply terminals. Switch on power.
1 Connect the given 'Hall probe" with the Gauss meter termination through 5 pin
plug Switch on power. Adjust Zero set control to read 0.00 in given display, leave
zero set control Slide the probe cover to lead side. Put the bared probe between
pole pcs.

2 Increase supply current to 1 amps and bring it back to zero, there may be residual
flux remains. Note it.

3. Now increase supply current in steps say 0.5,1.00,1.50, 2:00 arid ...., note the
corresponding magnetic field strength B from the gauss meter.

4. When supply current approach 4.00 amps, and corresponding B, is tabulated

bring the supply current back to minimum.

Table 1.

Supply current (amp) f (K.gauss)

0.00 Amp

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

5. From the table plot a curve between the magnetic field stregth B, and supply cur

rent. Find out the slope of the curve in linear region for next computation.

* Pen type.
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b The Hall probe set up.

NOW connect the given hall crystal (on strip), with given set up, such that its affien
leads fasten with L terminals, and red with terminals. The polarity does not
matter, select

the Ladi control at minimum. Switch on power. Adjust the current Ix, toS.OO

mA(10 mAmax).
ni.qPLAY mode to aaside. There may be offeelvoltage. Note it.

4 Now put the probe between pole pcs. As there is residual magnetism present,
note the change in the reading of raV from set up display.
5.Nowincreasetheelectromagnet.supplycurrent!s,insteps(seetable1) andnote
the corresponding yh (mV) from set up display.

Tflhle ? Ix mA M

Is (amp) Bz(K.Gauss from plot 1) Vh(mV)

1JD0 .

erPlot a curve between Is and Vh for given Ix. From plot find out Vh and Bz to calcu-
late hall coefficient Rh as given before.

For given crystal: j
Type:

d: mm

b: mm

Lx: mm
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c. For hall angle measurement

1 Adjust the. supply current for magnetic field stregth Bz. about 1 K.Gauss (use the
plot 1 for required current).

2 S lect the DISPLAY of set up for IjTT^ode Adjust the current to 2.00 mA. Now
putthe hall probe between pole pcs. Note the voltage ̂  by selecting display to mV
Measure the voltage across W terminals of set up and note it as Vx.

3 Now increase probe current to 4.(30 mA and note the Vh and Vx for same Bz.
4 Increase hall current Ix to 6.00 mA and note Vh and Vx.

5 piota curve between Vh and Vx. Find out the slopes of the curve. Now the hall

angle (j) = s. (Lx/b).

Table 3. (Bz = 1 K.Gauss)

Ix(mA) \/h(mV) Vx

2.00

4.00

6.00
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PP distance = 1Cm.

Is

amp

Plot 1: Typical calibration curve for electromagnet.

Kgauss
PP distance = 1Cm.

Ix mA

Vh

mV

Plot 2: Typical curve for hall experiment.
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PPdistance

Fig 2; The hall probe setup

Vh

PP distance = 1Cm.

Bz = 1 K.Gauss

s = bo / ab

Vx

Plot 3; Typical curve for hall angle experiment.
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Bz

Kgauss lx= const

Plot2; Bz v/s Vh (Vz), where Ix = constant (4mA).

Vh, mV

Ix mA Bz = const

A-

— Vh, mV

Plot 3; plot between Ix v/s Vh, while Bz = constant (1 Kgauss).


